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REPORT OF THE EARTHWORKS
COMMITTEE.
The Committee regret that their Eeport this
year includes more cases than usual of damage, or
destruction, actual or threatened. The causes are
various, but attention has again been called to the
increasing number of cases in which it is due to the
use of the land on which earthworks are situated as
golf links. A letter appealing to committees of golf
clubs to prevent injury to ancient earthworks on courses
under their charge has been sent to various papers that
deal with golfing matters. The Committee also beg
archaeologists who are votaries of golf to use their
influence in the same direction. Damage from this
cause is the more to be deplored, as it is generally
avoidable and threatens monuments on uncultivated
land, which have hitherto been comparatively safe.
It will be observed on the other hand that the
reports received testify to increasing interest in earthworks. The appointment of Koyal Commissions on
Ancient and Historical Monuments in England and in
Wales has called attention to the value of trustworthy
records of such remains, and work under this head is
reported from Cumberland and Westmorland, Dorset,
Hampshire, Somerset and Surrey.
The proposed application of the Ancient Monuments
Protection Acts by the County Council of Hertfordshire
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to the Roman roads in the county, is an example to be
commended to the attention of other public bodies.
Bills proposing to strengthen and extend those Acts are
now before Parliament, and the Hon. Secretary of this
Committee has given evidence before a Joint Committee
of the two Houses appointed to consider those Bills.
The earthworks in Cranborne Chase have been
scheduled by Mr. Heywood Sumner, F.S.A., and plans
made which have been laid before the Committee. They
should interest the archaeologists of at least three
counties, and it is to be hoped that means may be found
for their publication. The Committee are also glad to
learn that the plans of the Defensive Earthworks of
Hampshire, made by Dr. Williams-Freeman, which have
been mentioned several times in their Reports, are likely
to be published this year with a description and specially
prepared map. Dr. "Williams-Freeman's catalogue of
the barrows and ancient roads of the county is in
progress.
Mr. H. S. Toms is continuing the work of tracking
down a series of minor earthworks, which have hitherto
to a great extent been overlooked.
The Council of the Congress have drawn attention
to the increase in the number of Societies that subscribe
for copies of the Committee's Report. The Committee
propose to try the further experiment of offering copies
of the Report to Societies not affiliated to the Congress
at a price slightly higher than is charged to those that
belong to the Congress. They trust that the Congress
will support them in this endeavour to make known as
widely as possible the work it is doing in a branch of

archaeology which cannot be described as popular in
spite of its importance.
The items of information that have reached the
Committee, classified under their several heads, are
appended. They include for the first time a report from
Ireland, which Dr. R. Cochrane, I.S.O., LL.D., F.S.A.,
President of the Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, has
supplied.
Dr. Cochrane has further kindly consented to join
the Committee and Dr. G. A. Auden, F.S.A., has also
been appointed a member.
In conclusion the Committee beg to tender their
thanks to the Secretaries of Societies and other correspondents who have helped them in their work and in the
compilation of their Eeport.

ENGLAND

AND WALES,

PRESERVATION AND RECORD.
CARMATHENSHIRE. CAHMATHEN. The Carmarthenshire Antiquarian Society and Field Club has taken further steps for the
protection of " the Bulwarks " in the county town.
CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORLAND. The earthworks of these
counties have been catalogued for the County Councils by a subcommittee of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and
Archaeological Society, with a view to steps being taken for their
preservation under any Acts passed for the protection of Ancient
Monuments.
DORSETSHIRE. The Earthworks Committee of the Dorset
Natural History and Antiquarian Field Club are taking a census of
the principal camps, barrows, enclosures, etc., in the county, with
a view to steps being taken to bring them under the Ancient
Monuments Acts.
SWANAGE. Captain J. E. Acland of the Dorset County
Museum reports that some barrows on the heathland near Swanage
were being destroyed for the sake of the sand. He wrote to the
trustees of the property, who promised to stop further destruction
and especially to safeguard three very interesting barrows that
stand in a group*
DURHAM. COXHOE BRIDGE. Mr. Edward Wooler, F.S.A., reports
the discovery of a camp at Coxhoe Bridge presenting unusual
features, which he believes to be unique. No exploration has been
made, but it is suggested that the camp may be mediaeval.
HAMPSHIRE. The Hampshire County Council have asked the
Hampshire Field Club to submit a list of ancient monuments,
which they think should be scheduled by the Government.
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HERTFORDSHIRE. It is reported that the County Council are
taking steps, presumably under the ancient Monuments Act, to
schedule all the Roman, or reputed Eoman, roads in the county.
HERTFORD. The Corporation
granted, by Lord Salisbury, a 75 years'
at the nominal ground rent of 2s. 6d.
contain the keep-mount, the bailey with
and fifteenth century gate-house.

of Hertford has been
lease of Hertford Castle
a year.
The grounds
its curtain-wall, turret,

LANCASHIRE. Mr. J. D. M. Dobson, President of the North
Lonsdale Field Club, reports that in his district the owners of
property on which ancient earthworks are situated generally concern
themselves in their preservation.
LEICESTERSHIRE KIRKBY MUXLOE. Major R. N. Winstanley, of
Braunstone Hall, the owner of Kirkby Muxloe Castle, has placed
it under the care of the Inspector of Ancient Monuments.
SOMERSET. The Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural
History Society has drawn up a short list of camps, earthworks,
and other ancient monuments in Somerset, which are suffering
from neglect or active interference. This list was submitted to the
County Records Committee of the Somerset County Council and
has been forwarded by them to H.M. Office of Works.
SURREY. The Surrey County Council has appointed a
Committee to consider the question of the preservation of Surrey
antiquities, and the Council of the Surrey Archaeological Society
has decided to compile a list of all the important ones.
ST. GEORGE'S HILL, WEYBRIDGE. At the annual meeting
of the Surrey Archaeological Society in April last it was reported
that serious danger from building operations had threatened St.
George's Hill, Weybridge. There is an exceptionally fine early
British camp on the hill, whose importance has recently been
enhanced by numerous finds of pottery and weapons in the
neighbourhood. The most interesting features of the hill were in

peril, but the efforts of Dr. Gardner, the Society's local secretary,
had met with a ready response from the new owner of the
property and the worst dangers had been averted.
SUSSEX. Mr. H. S. Toms reports that the Brighton and Hove
Archaeological Club has been at work locally recording many earthworks hitherto unobserved.
WESTMORLAND. AMBLESIDE. The Koman Camp at Ambleside
(Windermere Waterhead) is threatened by the builder, but attempts
are being made locally to buy the ground at a cost of £4,000 with
the help of the National Trust, the Society of Antiquaries, and the
Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological
Society.
(See also under " Cumberland and Westmorland.")
WILTSHIRE. ALTON. The extension of a chalk-pit was
endangering a long barrow known as " Adam's Grave " on Walker's
Hill, near Alton, Vale of Pewsey, but at the instance of the
Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society, the occupier
of the land, Mr. A. Stratton, of Alton Priors, promised that the
chalk-pit should not be extended any further towards the barrow.

DESTRUCTION.
BERKSHIRE. LITTLE WITTENHAM. A report was received by
the Committee of damage being done by excursionists, etc., at
Wittenham Clumps. There was, however, no evidence that the
earthworks at Sinodun were suffering, or in danger, and the damage
to trees, etc., reported hardly called for the intervention of this
Committee. The matter was however brought to the notice of
the Inspector of Ancient Monuments and the writer was advised to
communicate also with the Secretary of the National Trust.
CARMARTHENSHIRE. PEN Y GAER. The Carmarthenshire Antiquarian Society reports that one of the recurving tips of the main
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entrance to Pen y Gaer camp, in Llanybyther parish, together with
some 150 feet along the ramparts, has been removed for farming
operations in ignorance of its value. The damage is the more to
be deplored as this is one of the finest camps in the county.
CARNARVONSHIRE. PENMAENMAWB. The quarrying operations
referred to in previous reports are steadily eating into the heart of
this notable ancient fortress, the ultimate destruction of which
appears to be unavoidable. (See also under " Exploration.")
CHESHIRE. DODLESTON. It has been reported to the Chester
and North Wales Archaeological and Historic Society that some
remains of ancient earthworks have been removed from the grounds
at Dodleston Vicarage, near Chester, in order to improve the
garden.
DORSETSHIRE. BINCOMBE. The Eev. C. W. H. Dicker sends a
report that damage is being done to one of the finest barrows
above Bincombe. The nature and extent of the damage is not
stated.
CAME. He also forwards a report that " three flattened
barrows on the Came Golf Links, close to Dorchester, have been
partly destroyed by conversion into sand bunkers." There are
sixteen barrows on the links and representations will be made to
the Golf Links Committee.
GORWELL. Dr. Colley March has also reported that
unauthorized digging has taken place in the Gorwell Stone Circle
near Portesham.
(See also under Preservation SWANAGE.)
ESSEX. WITHAM. The historic earthworks at Witham are
being injured by digging gravel. Attention was first called to
this during the past winter by Mr. W. M. Tapp, LL.D., F.S.A., a
member of this Committee, and local antiquaries were asked to
take up the matter. They report that the local authorities are
doing what they can to stay further damage, but are not very

hopeful of success. The matter has also been reported to the
Eoyal Commission on Ancient Monuments, England, who will, no
doubt, use their influence, but have no power to intervene actively.
The latest report from the Hon. Secretary of the Essex Archaeological Society says that the damage done so far is not very great.
Authorities are generally agreed that this is the " burh," recorded
by the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle as having been built by Edward the
Elder at Witham, in 913. It is one of the few pre-Norman
earthworks whose date and origin can be definitely fixed and its
destruction would be deplorable. (See report for 1907.)
HAMPSHIRE. HENGISTBUKY HEAD. Reports have appeared in
the public press of proposals for the development of Hengistbury
Head as a seaside resort. Nothing definite appears to be known
by local antiquaries. The matter will be watched in view of the
risk of injury to the "double dykes" across the base of the
promontory. So far they are reported to be safe.
LANCASHIRE. STAINTON-IN-FURNESS. The small " British Settlement" at Stone Close (erroneously mentioned in last year's report
as finally obliterated), is reported to be disappearing fast before
advancing quarrying. Mr. J. Dobson, of Urswick, is watching the
results and has reported some recent finds of the Roman Period.
(See Bibliography Dobson.)
SHROPSHIRE. ABDON BURF. Efforts made by the Council of
the Shropshire Archaeological and Natural History Society to save
Abdon Burf, on Brown Glee Hill, from further destruction, have
been unsuccessful, and it is now being rapidly destroyed by
quarrying operations. (See report for 1907.)
SOMERSET. BANWELL CAMP. This camp ia in danger of damage
from being planted. Two acres of land at the entrance to Banwell
Woods from Castle Hill have recently been planted, but the work
has stopped short of the cruciform earthworks near the camp. The
interior of the camp will probably be planted next season. The
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Somersetshire Archaelogical and Natural History Society has,
however, been consulted by the owners with regard to this, and it
is expected that approaches will be left to the mound in the centre
of the camp.
SUFFOLK. BKANDON. A new golf course is being laid out at
Brandon, according to newspaper reports, which stated that some
fine old " Eoman" camps on the course would form splendid
natural hazards. No confirmation of this report has been received,
but the attention of the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology and Natural
History has been called to it in view of the possible risk of
earthworks being damaged.
SUSSEX. MOUNT CABUKN. It has recently been reported that
Mount Caburn, near Lewes, is in danger of being destroyed by the
operations of a local cement company excavating for chalk at the
base of the hill. Endeavours are being made to save the wellknown earthworks on the summit from damage.
WILTSHIRE WAEMINSTER. Two round barrows, reported to be
Bronze Age, on the links of the West Wilts Golf Club, have been
destroyed in order to make a teeing ground. The smaller of the
two was removed bodily and its material heaped up over the
other, completely obliterating it.
Local archaeologists unfortunately received no warning before the destruction was
accomplished.
YORKSHIRE. BOWES CASTLE. Damage has been done at
Bowes Castle, the fosse which sweeps round the Norman keep
having been partially filled up by tipping rubbish into it.
Attention has been called to this and it is hoped that no further
damage will be done. The combination of Eoman and mediaeval
remains at Bowes has never been fully worked out and the
obliteration of the ancient fosse would help to obscure the
evidence.
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EXPLORATION.
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. NOBBUBY CAMP, WHADDON CHASE. A report
has been received of excavations carried out here in 1910 with the
main object of discovering the width and depth of the fosse and
solving certain problems of construction.
These objects were
successfully attained. No relics were found of any value for
dating purposes, but the indications are that the camp is preRoman. (See Bibliography, Berry.)
CARNARVONSHIRE. PENMAENMAWR. Realising that this ancient
fortress is doomed to ultimate destruction, the Cambrian
Archaeological Society is having a careful survey made, and is
conducting excavations within the ancient dwellings along a line
in advance of the quarry operations. The survey and excavation
are in the able hands of Mr. Harold Hughes, and reports are
published from time to time in " Archaeologia Cambrensis." (See
Bibliography, Hughes.)
CUMBERLAND. BIRDOSWALD. High House Milecastle and three
turrets on the Roman Wall have been excavated by Messrs. J. P.
Gibson and F. G. Simpson. A short report has appeared in the
Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
and a full report will appear in the " Cumberland and Westmorland " Transactions.
DENBIGHSHIRE. ST. GEOKGE, ABERGELE. Mr. Willoughby
Gardner sends a report of excavations now being carried out by
the Abergele Antiquarian Society at Parc-y-Meirch in Kinmel
Park, a promontory camp with triple vallum and ditch across
the base. The excavations have shown that the inner vallum
had a rubble core and was faced with dry stone walling. The
top of the wall is believed to have originally stood over 50 feet
above the bottom of the ditch. The cuttings in the interior of the
camp have revealed traces of a former large population. Quantities
of animal bones and much pottery have been found, while both animal
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and human remains have been found in the ditches. Much of the
pottery is undoubtedly Roman and some Romano-British. A
small series of bronze coins ranging from the second to the fourth
century has also been found.
DEVONSHIRE. OLD BURROW CAMP, EXMOOR. Excavations were
carried out here last autumn by Mr. W. M. Tapp, LL.D., F.S.A.,
and Mr. H. St. George Gray. The relics found were very few,
chiefly small shards of much weathered pottery, but they also
included an uncommon form of an iron axe-adze of a type found
on the Continent, although rarely, with remains of the Roman
period. The finds generally point to the camp belonging to
Romano-British times.
The earthworks, which present some
unusual features, were thoroughly examined and an elaborate
contoured plan was made by Mr. Gray, and several cuttings dug.
His illustrated report will appear in the Transactions of the Devonshire Association for 1912.
DORSET. MAUMBUHY RINGS, DORCHESTER. Work here was
temporarily suspended last year, but arrangements are being made
to carry on excavations for about three weeks from the end of
August next.
DURHAM. HAMSTERLEY. Mr. Edward Wooler, F.S.A., reports
the examination of a camp at Hamsterley, known as " the Castles."
It is stated to be built to a large extent on the Roman plan, but
with walls of dry stone rubble.
It is suggested that it is of
British origin, but constructed under Roman influence.
ESSEX. MERSEA ISLAND. The Morant Field Club has been
examining a barrow at West Mersea and a Roman burial was
discovered containing a glass vessel enclosed in a leaden case, now
in the Colchester Museum.
HAMPSHIRE. GRIM'S DITCH. Mr. Heywood Sumner, F.S.A.
has cut two sections across Grim's Ditch, one on Breamore Down,
near the " Shoulder of Mutton" clump, where it forms the
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boundary between Hampshire and Wiltshire, the other on Darnerham Knoll in Hampshire, where it is shown on the Ordnance maps
as a continuation of Bokerley Dyke. The main object was to test
the theory that it had served as a covered way. In neither section
did the floor or sides of the ditch show any signs of use. The
only relics found were four very small shards of pottery and a
rubber stone at the bottom of the ditch in the second section and
two similar shards within the bank. The evidence is insufficient
for dating purposes.
SPRING POND ENCLOSTJKE. Mr. Sumner also reports
that he has been excavating in a large enclosure, described as a
Eomano-British pastoral enclosure, near Spring Pond on Rockbourne Down. An account will be issued hereafter.
HAMPSHIRE. SILCHESTER. Mr. J. B. Karslake has been
examining some earthworks at a point known as " the Beeches " to
the south-east of the eastern gate of the Roman " Calleva." The
excavations revealed the eastern entrance through the outer entrenchment at this point and at the same time proved that this outer
entrenchment extended to the east of the city, which had hitherto
been doubtful. The entrance was flanked by two oval and three
circular enclosures, surrounded by earthen banks, the object of which
is obscure. A pit was also found in rear of the entrance which may
have served as a soakaway. A heavy flint hammer-stone, fragments
of Roman tiles, and some shards of coarse pottery were found in the
filling of the ditches, etc., and a fragment of the handle of a Roman
amphora in the soakaway pit.
LANCASHIRE. BIRKRIGG. The "Druid's Circle" at Birkrigg, in
the parish of TJrswick, near Ulverston, has been excavated by the
Rev. C. Gelderd, D.Sc., and Mr. J. Dobson. A double pavement was
found beneath the turf and at least four cremation burials, described
as Bronze Age, were unearthed, with one of which an earthenware
vessel was found. (See Bibliography, Gelderd). A small barrow on
Birkrigg was also partly explored and inhumation burials (disturbed)
were found.
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LEICESTERSHIRE. KIRKBY MCXLOE. The ditch of Kirkby Muxloe
Castle has been cleared out and the position of the drawbridge
discovered.
LINCOLNSHIRE. HORNCASTLE. The Committee have been
consulted respecting some earthworks which were being examined
by Mr. A. M. Livesey, of Stourton Hall, Horncastle. The attention
of Lincolnshire archaeologists was accordingly called to the work,
which was visited by several experts. Canon J. Clare Hudson is
of opinion that the discoveries included pre-Roman, Roman and
monastic remains, but no one who has visited the place has been
able to draw any definite conclusions.
NORFOLK. HEAOHAM-ON-SB A. Mr. Bellerby Lowerison, in conjunction with the Prehistoric Society of East Anglia, proposes
this summer to investigate a group of mounds in this parish
which may prove to be long barrows. The mounds, which are
seven in number, are stated to have been originally 40 yards
long.
NORTHUMBERLAND CORBRIDGE. Work was again carried on
last year on the site of Corstopitum. The discoveries included a
curious carved slab, probably funereal, various remains of inscriptions and sculptures, and a hoad of 159 gold coins.
SOMERSET. BATH. The Bath and District branch of the
Somersetshire Archaeological Society has carried out several
excavations during the year. Besides the discovery of various
interments in the neighbourhood, several barrows on Lansdown
were examined. A Roman inhabited site was also discovered in
the same locality near the camp above Northstoke, and a cutting
made in this camp disclosed an apparent well.
Except for the above, exploration work in the county is
reported to be at present confined to Glastonbury Abbey and
Meare Lake Village.
SURREY. CHELSHAM. Cuttings were made last year by the
Croydon Natural History and Scientific Society in some earthworks
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in Henley Wood, Chelsham, not shown on the Ordnance maps.
(See report for 1911.) Many fragments of mediaeval pottery were
found and, as the enclosure contained a well in which tiles, etc.,
were discovered, there may have been an occupied building in
mediaeval times, probably of wood. No foundations, however, have
so far been found. The clearing out of the well, 140 feet deep, gave
results of some value, as the last few feet of the filling were damp
and appeared to have been deposited in water. The general waterlevel of the district is now very much lower than this. Pottery,
probably thirteenth century, and the iron tip of a crossbow bolt
were found at the bottom. These earthworks present many unusual
features, which the Committee would like to see examined. Apart
from the purely earthworks point of view, such an examination
might conceivably throw light on the origin and object of an
entrenchment which is at present a riddle.
SUSSEX. SELSEY. Excavations were carried out in 1911 at a
circular earthwork at Selsey, consisting of a vallum and ditch,
apparently meant to protect the entrance to the harbour. The
stratum on which the vallum rests was found to contain pottery not
only of the Roman period, but also of a type considered to be fourteenth century, or later. The evidence points to the truth of the
local tradition that the work was thrown up at the time of the
threatened Spanish invasion in 1588.
WESTMORLAND. HEAVES. An enclosure and late-Celtic tumulus
have been excavated by Professor I. McKenny Hughes, F.K.S. (See
Bibliography, Hughes.)
WILTSHIRE. AVEBURY. No excavation work has been done here
this year, but in April and May last Mr. H. St. George Gray was
engaged on a survey plan, worked to the scale of 40 feet to 1 inch.
The plan, which is some 6 feet square, will show when finished the
exact form of the earthworks and the relative position of all the
remaining stones. Excavation work at Avebury will probably be
resumed next spring.
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CASTBBLEY CAMP. Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Cunnington
continued their excavations at Casterley Camp, on Salisbury Plain,
and hope to finish them this year.
ALL CANNINGS. Some trenching was done by Mr. and
Mrs. Crfnnington last summer on an inhabited site near All Cannings.
Much interesting pottery of late-Celtic type was found. No report
has yet been published.
OLD SABUM. The excavations being conducted here by
the Society of Antiquaries were continued.
See also HAMPSHIRE.

GRIM'S DITCH.

YORKSHIRE. HAHROGATE. An earthwork near Harrogate, partly
situated on Grange Farm and partly on Car Dyke Farm, has been
examined by Dr. F. Villy. Its nature is uncertain, but it is not
Roman, and probably dates between 1500 and 1700 A.D. A report
will appear in " The Yorkshire Archaeological Journal."
YORKSHIRE. PLACE NEWTON. Digging has been done on the
site of the so-called " Roman Camp" in the North Park at Place
Newton, eight miles east of Malton, by Mr. A. J. Cholmley. Some
small fragments of mediaeval pottery have been found, and the
indications at present seem to point to a moated site of mediaeval
date. Work is to be continued during the present summer.
SOWJBER GATE, NOBTHALLERTON. Mr. John Button has
been conducting further excavations (see report for 1905) on the
site known in Domesday as "Solberge." There are several mounds
here, apparently tofts of former dwellings, within a rectangular
entrenchment. One of the excavations has revealed what appear
to be the foundations of a mediaeval building. Later researches
have uncovered a platform of considerable size, roughly oblong,
built up of small cobbles and approached at one end by steps. At
various points on this were larger stones and stone settings. One
of the latter was a circle, about four feet in diameter, depressed in
the centre, showing very strong marks of burning.
Another
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appears to be formed somewhat in the shape of an S reversed and
some have suggested that it represented a serpent. Both Roman
and mediaeval pottery was found on this platform, as well as
fragments of querns, possibly Roman, and other relics. Its first
syllable shows the name " Solberge" to be Scandinavian in form,
not Anglo-Saxon. The foregoing particulars are from a report by
Professor W. G. Collingwood, F.S.A., who kindly visited the site
at the instance of the Earthworks Committee, to whom Mr.
Hutton had applied for advice as to the problem presented by his
discoveries. Some of the remains may, in Professor Collingwood's
opinion, be the foundations of early mediteval dwellings, as records
show that two halls stood here at the time of Domesday, and that
the place was subsequently raided by the Scots, but the nature and
origin of the singular platform with its relics of various periods
is very doubtful. Mr. Hutton hopes to continue the work, which
will be watched with interest.
SOWEEBY. The low mound at Castle Farm, Sowerby,
near Halifax, traditionally said to be the site of Sowerby
Castle, was examined last year by the owner, Mr. J. E. Rawson.
No foundations were found, and it seems probable that it has been
formed by tipping excavated material. No signs of urns were
found.
*

WILSDEN. Dr. Villy has mapped a new ring earthwork near Wilsden, and has cut one section.
No finds are
reported. A report will appear in the " Bradford Antiquary."

il
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IRELAND.
PRESERVATION.
CORK. Under the Irish Land Act, 1903, several earthworks
have heen accepted by the Cork County Council, though the vesting
order has not yet been made by the Estates Commissioners.
The Board of Works has accepted for preservation an earthwork in Co. Cork called Caherragliar.
KERRY. The latter body has also accepted an earthwork called
Callinafercy in Co. Kerry, as well as the guardianship of about a,
hundred stones, cahers, earthworks, beehive huts, etc., scattered over
the peninsula of Dingle, on the estate purchased by the Congested
District Board from Lord Ventry.

DESTRUCTION.
In Ireland generally there is an increasing number of instances
of the levelling and mutilation of earthworks by tenant owners, who
have obtained possession of their farms under the Laud Purchase
Acts. In Co. Boscommon an earthwork was levelled to make a site
for a labourer's cottage under the Act for providing such cottages.
Some years ago workmen could not be prevailed on to touch such
remains. Near Dunmanway, Co. Cork, a stone circle has been
destroyed, only one of its seven stones being left to serve as a
rubbing-post for cattle.

EXPLORATION.
CORK. The great rath, or earthen fort, of Knockshan-a-wee,
near Crookstown, Co. Cork, has been excavated, and a souterrain
discovered 9 feet square. The chamber was roofed with large flagstones, supported on massive uprights. Each of the stones exposed
bore Ogham characters.
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MEATH. A grant has been made by the Royal Society for assisting in investigating earthworks in Ireland, chiefly in Co. Meath,
and a Committee has been appointed by the Royal Society of Antiquaries in Ireland.
KNOWTH. Plans and sections have been made of the
mound of Knowth, pending the permission of the owner and tenant
for the excavations.
TARA. Arrangements have been made for a contour
survey on a large scale of the extensive earthworks on the Hill of
Tara, which will be commenced this year. A model will be made
from this for the National Museum in Dublin. When the survey
has been completed and levels taken such excavation as may be
necessary to investigate the character of each mound will be undertaken by the Committee. After excavation the contour of the
original surface, where displaced, will be carefully restored according
to the lines of the survey.
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CLASSIFICATION.
The classification of defensive works recommended by the
Committee now stands as follows:
A. Fortresses party inaccessible by reason of precipices,
cliffs, or water, defended in part only by artificial works.
B. Fortresses on hill-tops with artificial defences, following the
natural line of the hill.
Or, though usually on high ground, less dependent on
natural slopes for protection.
o. Eectangular or other enclosures of''simple plan (including
forts and towns of the Bomano-British period).
D. Forts consisting only of a mount with encircling moat or
fosse.
E. Fortified mounts, wholly or partly artificial, with remains
of an attached court or bailey, or showing two or more
such courts.
F. Homestead moats, consisting of simple or compound
enclosures formed into artificial islands by water moats.
G. Enclosures, mostly rectangular, partaking of the form
of F, but protected by stronger defensive works, ramparted and fossed, and in some instances provided with
outworks.
H. Ancient village sites protected by walls, ramparts or fosses.
x. Defensive or other works which fall under none of the
above headings.
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IN UNION WITH THE

0f Ilixtkjxtaties of
JUNE 27-TH, 1912.
The Twenty-third Congress of Archaeological Societies was held on
June27th, at Burlington House; Sir Hercules Bead, President of the Society
of Antiquaries in the C^iir.*
The Congress was attended by Delegates from the Society of Antiquaries
of London, the Eoyal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, the Eoyal
Archaeological Institute (2), the Cambrian, the British Becord, the Folklore
(2), and the Huguenot Societies, and the Societies for Berkshire (2), Cambridge, Cambs. and Hunts., Cumberland and\Vestmoreland (2), Derbyshire,
Dorset (2), Essex (2), Hants (2), East Herts., Kent (2), Lancashire and
Cheshire, Leicestershire, Somersetshire (2), Suffolk (2), Surrey (2), Sussex
(2), Notts. (Thoroton), Wiltshire, Yorkshire, members of the Council and
Earthworks Committee, and other Delegates who omitted to sign the register.
The Report of the Council, for the year 1911-12, was read and approved,
and the Statement of Accounts, audited by Mr. W. Minet, P.S.A., was read
and adopted. The thanks of the Meeting were given to Mr. Minet for his
services and he was appointed Honorary Auditor for the ensuing year.
Council for the year 1912-13: The following were elected as the
Council:
The Officers of the Society of Antiquaries of London.
Col. Attree, K.E., F.S.A.
W. Paley Baildon, F.S.A.
Lord Balcarres, M.P., V.P.S.A.
William Dale, F.S.A.
Bev. P. H. Ditchfield, M.A., F.S.A.
Major Freer, D.L., V.D., F.S.A.
Sir Laurence Gomme, F.S.A.
Emmanuel Green, F.S.A.

W. H. St. John Hope, M. A., Lit. Doc.

P. M. Johnston, F.S.A.
Henry Layer, F.S.A.
William Martin, M.A., LL.D., F.S.A.
William Minet, F.S.A.
Bev. Canon Rupert Morris, D.D.,
F.S.A.
Balph Nevill, F.S.A.
Horace Bound, M.A., LL.D.
J. B. Willis-Bund, M.A., F.S.A.

Dr. William Martin, F.S.A., was re-elected Hon. Secretary and the
thanks of the Meeting expressed to him for his services in the past year.
* Congress is indebted to Mr. Ralph Nevill, F.S.A., (or his compilation at these
Minutes.

Archaeological Index, 1908: Sir Edward Brabrook, Dir. S.A., the
Chairman of the Archaeological Index Committee, stated that 1,000 copies
only of the annual Index for 1908 had been printed, and 350 of these were
still available. Unless the publication was better supported in the future,
the Index must be abandoned, which would be a great loss to archaeologists;
if, however, the 350 remaining copies were disposed of, the expenses would
be met.
Mr. Johnston, F.S.A. (Surrey), thought that the lack of support would be
found to be due to the greatly increased price, 8d. instead of IJd. Large
Societies, such as his, could no longer afford to take copies for all their
members, and his Council had felt that it was impossible to ask their Hon.
Secretary to undertake the onerous task of endeavouring to sell copies to
individual members ; as far as sending a notice to members, however, they
would endeavour to assist the sale.
Mr. Ralph Nevill, F.S.A., stated that he did not see that it would be
possible for Societies to undertake the distribution to individuals, although
it was a simple matter to distribute copies to every member, as had been
done originally. His Society would have continued to take the Index at
the old price, which had been sufficient at one time to meet the cost, but
had involved too much labour for an Hon. Secretary; the attempt to
devolve the sale to publishers had been unsuccessful.
Major Freer, F.S.A. (Leicester), said that his Society had taken copies
for all their members for this year, but felt it was a great strain, and
expressed a hope that large reductions might be made for Societies taking a
quantity. Several other delegates took part in the debate, and Sir Hercules
Bead in summing up expressed his sense of the great loss which would
come about should the Index cease, and hoped that some way might be
found to continue it.
Report oj the Earthworks Committee. Mr. Albany F. Major, Hon.
Secretary of the Earthworks Committee, read the Eeport of his Committee.
It set out in a complete and compendious manner what had been done
during the year by way of preserving, exploring, recording, and destroying
these monuments of antiquity.
A new feature was a Keport from the Royal Society of Antiquaries of
Ireland, from which it appeared that much work was being done in
exploration and record. The effect of the Land Act had been most
prejudicial, as numbers of cases occurred in which the new proprietors
destroyed the remains previously preserved by the unwillingness of the
peasantry to meddle with them. In one case a fine circle of seven stones
had been destroyed by the removal of all stones but one, and this had been
left as a rubbing post for cattle. A thorough exploration was being made
of the famous Hill of Tara.

Dr. Cochrane had been added to the Earthworks Committee as the
representative of Ireland.
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Considerable destruction had been caused to ramparts and barrows by
Golf Clubs, but it was hoped that by the help of the Golfing Press and
representations to Clubs, this would be stopped for the future.
Many County Councils were having lists of camps and other ancient
monuments compiled with a view to their preservation.
All but ten of the Societies in Union now subscribed for the Earthworks
Report. It was proposed to sell copies of the Beport to Societies outside
the Union at a sightly increased price.
The thanks of the Congress were expressed to Mr. Major for his labours.
The Beport will, as usual, be printed and circulated.
Dr. Philip Norman, Hon. Treasurer of Congress, pointed out that there
was an adverse balance of about £5 as regards the Earthworks Committee
expenses, and that it would be for the Congress to decide whether the charge
to Societies for copies of the Committee's Beport should, consequently, be
increased.
Mr. Ralph Nevill said that it was at his suggestion that a charge was
made for the Beport, but it was then contemplated that half the cost might
be recovered. He was glad to find that only one third came upon the funds
of the Congress and, on his proposal, seconded by Mr. Johnston, it was
resolved " That the cost of the Beport be not increased to Societies in Union
for the ensuing year."
Parliamentary Rills for the Protection of Ancient Monuments. Major
Freer, F.S.A. (Leicester), said that, at the request of the Council, he would
give an account of the three Bills now before Parliament, dealing with the
preservation of Ancient Monuments. The most important was the Government Bill which was introduced in the House of Lords by Earl Beauchamp
for the consolidation and amendment of previous Acts. Buildings in use for
ecclesiastical purposes, and dwelling-houses in use were specially excluded
from the Bill.
Major Freer also gave some account of the Beport from the Foreign office
of the steps taken by other Countries to preserve their Ancient Monuments.
These were much more drastic than those hitherto proposed in England
and applied particularly to churches still in use, which were strictly guarded
against any attempt at alteration or alienation of their goods without
consent of the appointed governing body. In Germany, £86,000 a year were
voted for the purposes of preservation, and considerable sums in other
countries. In Sweden, an Inventory was made of church property, and bells
were not allowed to be melted without notice being given and permission
obtained. He thought it was hard that there should not be a grant from
our National Funds for preservation of Antiquities. The three Bills had
been considered by the County Councils Association who had recommended
the addition of a member of the County Council, in whose jurisdiction a
monument lay, to a seat on the Ancient Monuments Board which was
proposed by the Government Bill. He wished it were possible to include
the taking and maintaining an Inventory of church goods, the necessity of
which was so apparent, and concluded by expressing his desire that Clauses

5, 6 and 7 of No. 2 Bill, House of Commons, should be incorporated in
the Government Bill, by this, owners of ancient monuments would be
compelled to give two months' notice to the Commissioners of Works of an
intention to destroy or alter a monument. Such consent was not to be
unreasonably withheld, and, where the owner neglected to repair, the Commissioners might assume guardianship.
Mr. W. Paley Baildon, F.S.A. (Yorkshire), said that, at the request of
several antiquarian friends, he had looked carefully into the three bills and
had accordingly drafted amendments that he thought would effect improvement. One was that the Clause exempting from the Bill such buildings
as were in use as dwelling houses should not be construed to exclude
ancient remains, which, though attached to such dwelling houses, were
themselves not so used. He instanced the remains of Amberley Castle,
Sussex, with which a farm-house was connected. Another addition would
give power to the Commissioners to appoint temporary inspectors for
particular purposes. It was obvious that it might often be some considerable
time before the Inspector-General could visit a monument in connection
with which immediate action was necessary. He objected to the expression
used in the Act, " artistic interest," which was of the vaguest character,
and might well be interpreted to include ivy. The Act prescribed penalties
for injury to monuments that had been scheduled, and he suggested some
useful additions to these clauses that would protect buildings pending the
completion of formalities. He would like to see a declaration that the
destruction of ivy was not an offence under the Act.
On the suggestion of the Revd. F. W. Weaver, F.S.A. (Somerset), Major
Freer accepted the suggestion that the County Council, in whose jurisdiction
a scheduled monument lay, should nominate a representative on the Ancient
Monuments Board, such representative not necessarily being a County
Councillor.
Mr. Albany F. Major stated that as Secretary for the Earthworks Committee, he had given evidence before the Joint Committee, who were very
ready to welcome the assistance of antiquaries, and were sympathetic upon
the question of compensation, a matter which had been raised by Mr.
B. Garraway Eice, F.S.A. (Sussex).
The Hon. Secretary stated that he had himself suggested compensation
in an article which, upon the Law relating to the preservation of Ancient
Monuments, appeared in The Antiquary for the year 1905.
Mr. Aymer Vallance, F.S.A. (Kent), strongly advocated, the inclusion of
churches in the Act, and was supported by Mr. P. Johnston, F.S.A. (Surrey),
who alluded to what was being done abroad.
Mr. Nigel Bond (Dorset) pointed out that Churches were under the Act in
the same position as dwelling-houses, both being excluded when still in use;
the attempt to include them would be fatal to any chance of passing the Act.
Mr. Phillimore mentioned that Churches were protected by the necessity
of obtaining faculties.
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The Bev. E. L. Goddard (Wilts), deprecated reference to foreign example
in view of the mischief done to buildings abroad under Government
auspices. The chancels restored by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners in
our own country were, or had been, often instances of great destruction.
The President said that sixteen years ago the Society of Antiquaries of
London had applied for, and had eventually succeeded in obtaining,
through the Foreign Office, a report of what Foreign Countries were doing,
and that the Heports had been before the Congress who had taken action on
them (vide Minutes of Congress, 1896, 1897, 1898). It was satisfactory to
find that their efforts had apparently not been thrown away, and that the
House of Commons itself had now asked for a similar Report. He put
Major Freer's resolution, viz. :
" That Earl Beauchamp'a Bill be generally approved with Mr. Paley
Baildon's amendments, and that the Bill be further amended, as
follows: That the County Council, in whose jurisdiction the
monument is situated, shall have power to nominate a representative to sueh Advisory Board; and that the principles underlying Clauses 5, 6, and 7 of the Ancient Monuments Protection
(No. 2) Bill, House of Commons, should be incorporated in the
measure.
This was seconded by Canon Morris (Cambrian Archaeological Association),
and carried, as was also the resolution that the Hon. Secretary of Congress
be appointed as Delegate to give evidence on behalf of Congress before the
Joint Committee of the Houses of Parliament.
Field-Names and the Ordnance Survey Map: Dr. Norman then drew
attention to a proposal made by Lord Farrer, that the Ordnance Survey
should be asked to record field-names on their 25-inch map. Mr. Swainson
Cowper, F.S.A. (Cumberland), stated that, in the North, field-names had
largely disappeared, and it would be difficult to obtain a record of any value.
Col. Attree, F.S.A. (Sussex), said that he thought that such names as
remained were of too various dates and origin and too uncertain to be
recorded. Mr. W. Paley Baildon said a far better record remained in the
schedules compiled under the Tithe Commutation Act, made before the
great changes in land ownership. Dr. Williams Freeman (Hants),
suggested the Commons Preservation Act.
Mr. Balph Nevill reminded Congress that at their first meeting it was
resolved to recommend all Societies to purchase sets of the 25-inch Ordnance
Maps and to record antiquities and field-names thereon. He urged the
collection of auctioneers' particulars of sales of estates, which generally gave
the names of the fields. These names should be entered on the maps in
libraries with proper reference.
General doubt was expressed as to the value of names collected by the
Ordnance officers and some amusing instances given of the mistakes made.
Dr. Norman was asked to consider the matter further and bring up
suggestions at the next Congress.

Proposed excavation of Verulamium: Dr. Martin then gave an account
of negotiations between the South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies and
the Earl of Verulam, as to the proposed thorough exploration of the site of
Verulamium. Proposals made by the Society of Antiquaries of London
two or three years ago had fallen through, the Earl and the Treasury not
being in agreement as to the disposal of such treasure-trove as might be
exhumed. Dr. William Martin, with Sir David Gill, K.C.B., F.B.S.,
the late President of the South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies, Mr.
Dale (Hants.) and others, had been in negotiation with the Earl, and were,
together with Mr. Dale, in hope that some arrangement might yet be effected
by means of which the excavations could proceed ; but the President and
others appeared unable to share this hope.
Congratulations; vote of thanks: On the proposal of Dr. Gaster (FolkLore Society) the congratulations of Congress were tendered to the President,
Sir Hercules Bead, on the honour recently conferred upon him by His
Majesty, and the thanks of the Congress were voted to him for presiding,
and to the Society of Antiquaries for the loan of their rooms.

SPECIAL CONGRESS, JULY 22nd,

1912.

A Special Meeting of Congress was held on July 22nd at the rooms of the
Boyal Anthropological Institute, 50, Great Russell Street, W.C. ; Sir
Hercules Bead, President of the Society of Antiquaries in the Chair.
The President explained that the meeting was called in consequence of a
request or suggestion made by the Joint Committee of the Houses of
Parliament upon the Ancient Monuments Preservation Bills now before
Parliament. Dr. Martin had attended and given evidence on behalf of the
Congress ; he was listened to with attention and interest. The Committee
desired the views of the Congress on the subject of the inclusion of
Ecclesiastical buildings in the Bill, and had also asked questions concerning the desirability of compiling an Inventory of moveable articles of
value and interest in Churches. In these circumstances, he considered it
incumbent on the Congress to respond to the desire and he had accordingly
summoned the present meeting. He regretted that owing to the advanced
state of the season, it was impossible to give longer notice; by reason of
an exhibition, the Society of Antiquaries was unable to lend their rooms for
the meeting.
The Hon. Secretary then made a statement as to the evidence he had
given and bore testimony to the great and enlightened interest that was
being taken in the question by the Committee. The Committee pointed out
to him that they looked to archaeologists to make recommendations to them
of everything that they thought desirable and it was for the Committee
to determine eventually how much they might think it wise to include in
the Bill.
The Committee apparently thought that it would be desirable to extend
the scope of the protection beyond the buildings of " National " importance
specified in the Bill and they seemed also desirous of receiving instances of
damage caused to church buildings through want of proper archaeological
supervision.
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The Hon. Secretary then read letters from the Bristol and Gloucestershire, the Derbyshire and the Somersetshire Archaeological Societies
approving the action of the Congress of June 27th and expressing their
opinion that disused ecclesiastical buildings should be included in the Bill.
Other letters were also read.
The President returned the thanks of the Congress to Dr. Martin for his
evidence and his clear statement and invited discussion on the question of
the extension of the Act to ecclesiastical buildings in use.
Mr. Aymer Vallance, F.S.A. (Kent), proposed, and Mr. P. M. Johnston,
F.S.A. (Surrey), seconded:
"That this meeting of the Archaeological Congress, being desirous
that the protection afforded by the Ancient Monuments Consolidation and Amendment Bill should be extended to ecclesiastical
buildings if the same can be done without unduly infringing the
existing rights or privileges of the Church of England or
Scotland or other religious body, will welcome and support any
scheme by which this can be earned out."
Mr. Vallance read a list of conspicuous examples of injury to Church
buildings in the past and it was agreed that this list and those prepared by
other members should be handed in to the Hon. Secretary to be placed at
the service of the Committee.
Mr. Johnston in seconding, stated that it had unfortunately been proved
only too fully that Bishops and Archdeacons were neither sufficiently careful
nor competent guardians of their archaeological treasures. Sometimes
mischief was done with a faculty, sometimes without, and the nominal
necessity of procuring a faculty had proved an illusory protection. He
pointed out the continual danger that arose from the practice of removing
from the Churches to the Vicarages objects of interest not in actual use.
Too frequently these were forgotten and never restored.
The Rev. G. M. Livett, F.S.A. (Kent), stated that he was able to present
a resolution passed by the Kent Society in similar terms to those already
mentioned, but also earnestly deprecating any extension of the act to Church
buildings in use. He contended that the Societies intended by their
resolutiona to express their disapproval of the extension of the Act to
ecclesiastical buildings in use. He had the strongest objection to any interference with the control of Church property by the Church, and stated that
any attempt to introduce Government control would arouse an opposition
which would be fatal to the Act. He concluded by moving an amendment
tion sert the words " not in use " after the word " buildings " in the Act.
The amendment was seconded by the Rev. E. H. Goddard, M.A. (Wilts.)
Mr. Paley Baildon, F.S.A. (Yorks.), stated that be differed entirely from
the mover of the Amendment, and he submitted that the time was evidently
ripe for some further protection to be given to church buildings.
At present there was no wish to deal hardly with church control, but if
these extremely moderate proposals were refused, the church must be
prepared for the much more drastic measures that were in force elsewhere.
The President, having to leave, was asked for his opinion and stated that
he agreed with Mr. Baildon that some measure of protection was imperatively
called for by public opinion and that the Church authorities would do well
to accept the friendly terms now offered.

Sir Edward Brabrook, Dir. 3. A., then took the Chair and put the amendment to the vote when it was lost.
The Rev. G. M. Livett then proposed as a rider to Mr. Vallance's
resolution
" That some scheme should De devised whereby the repairs of churches
might be legally supervised by some expert archaeological
authority."
This was seconded by Mr. Nigel Bond (Dorset), who stated that he could
not see how anyone could object to the extremely moderate terms of Mr.
Vallance's resolution. It was indeed almost too indefinite, and he thought
required stiffening by some such addition as that proposed.
After some discussion the amendment was unanimously accepted.
Mr. Baildon then moved certain additions that he proposed should be
suggested to the Committee, which in effect should take the place of the
passage of Clause 9, Part III., of the Bill which exempted from the compulsory clause of the Bill, ecclesiastical buildings in religious use.
The purport of the clauses was to allow of Churches being placed under
the guardianship of His Majesty's Commissioners of Works and, without
impairing the jurisdiction of the present Church authorities, or their powers,
of granting faculties, to require the fiat of the Commissioners before a
faculty was acted upon.
Major Freer, F.S.A. (Leicester), seconded the proposal, and after some
considerable discussion, and certain verbal amendments, it was carried
unanimously.
On the motion of Mr. Baildon it was agreed that the Committee should
be asked to extend to Boroughs the powers to purchase, &a., buildings of
archaeological interest, given under the Bill to County Councils. On the
proposal of Mr. Baildon, seconded by the Bev. G, M. Livett, it was agreed
to recommend the addition of the words "or local" to "national importance " in Clause 6, Part III.
Major Freer proposed :
" That this Meeting is of opinion that, as in Sweden, an Inventory
of moveable Church Property must be taken and examined
periodically by the proper Ecclesiastical Officer (the Rural Dean
might be such Officer) and objects not in use must be carefully
preserved."
This was seconded by Mr. Kalph Nevill, F.S.A., who referred to his
resolution on the subject passed by the Congress in 1908, a resolution which
had not met with that attention from the Church that could be wished.
After some expression of doubt as to whether the scheme would be
practicable or remain a dead letter, the resolution was carreid unanimously.
The Hon. Secretary was then authorized to attend the Committee, present
the resolutions, and give such evidence on behalf of Congress as might be
desired.
Thanks were rendered to Sir Edward Brabrook and also to'the Royal
Anthropological Institute for the use of their rooms.

WILLIAM MARTIN,

2, GABDEN COUBT,
TEMPLE, E.C.

Hon Secretary.
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